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Want to contribute to

The Tel Mora Independent?
We here at The Tel Mora Independent Press strive
to deliver the best and most recent additions to
the collective Elder Scrolls community and its
works.
Do you have some art to share? A narrative, essay
or poem to publish? Cosplay? Music?
Send your entries to
telmoraindependent@telmoraindependent.net
or visit
telmoraindependent.net/submit-your-apocrypha

“Sithis” | Illustration courtesy of Ezekjel, Deviantart

“Dark Mage” | Illustration courtesy of KaanaMoonshadow, Art Bunny Creations

Art Policy:

The Tel Mora Independent Press always makes the utmost effort to ensure
that the rights of artists are respected and taken seriously. All pieces used
in The Tel Mora Independent Press are used by express permission of the
artist unless the artist cannot be reached. In all cases, the artist will be
noted along with the title of the piece and the site it came from. The name of
the artist will be hyperlinked, as well.
If an artist cannot be found, it will be noted on page 2 that the source is
unknown.
If your work is featured and uncredited in an issue of The Tel Mora
Independent Press, please send us an email at telmoraindependent@
telmoraindependent.net for either appropriate credit, exchange, or removal
of the work.

Cover art: “Hail Sithis” | Illustration by Bhryn, DeviantArt
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Apocrypha on the Web
Every issue we share the best recent
submissions available on our website.
Some are humorous, some frightening.
Some are myths, some are narratives.
Some are long and some are short. It is
these works that we share here in the
hopes that they will not be ignored.
To view these works in their entirety,
visit telmoraindependent.net or click the
titles to visit them directly.

The Kel’vos
Luther Weiser

“Descendents of the Aldmeri, the Esrimer
diverged from their Aldmeri kin during
the exodus of Velothid due to both
philosophical differences as to the nature
of the Earthbones and to flee from what
they feared was the corrupting influence
of Boethiah after the Daedric Prince
consumed Trinimac.”

Illustration courtesy of Monte Cook Games

The Breton Myth – Gods
and Their Symbols,
Creation Story, and the
Hills of Royalty
Slovakiin
“The gods of High Rock are many, but
each of them is important. Those that
are worthy of our devotion are the Eight
Divines, and Magnus their kinsman,
Phynaster his pupil, and Y’ffre of the
Earthbones. They are the Tribe of Anu.”

The First Bite: A Khajiit Myth
Fruityloops49
“You are hungry,” the Strange Cat
growled and the Khajiit felt the
overwhelming force of a bent tone
harmonizing around him, “you are
weakened by the follies of Litters that
feed you milk. You try to be a hunter
when you behave like prey. You are
one who has teeth, but does not know
how to bite.” His eyes searched the
Khajiit. “But this one can show you
how.”

Illustration by Rachel Goddard, Nerevarine

Psalm-Skinned, Opal-Eyed
Daniel Berryman
“Now, the moons are high, and I’m trying
not to tremble in the low light of the ritual
hall. The night breezes chill our skin,
dressed only in sandals and skirts as we
are, every breath of wind catching on the
wet scripture spreading over our skins.
The candles shiver in honeyed carapaces,
the lanterns made of arching brass and
delicate panels of resin. The light spreads
warm and welcoming, painted in the
robes of sunsets, or the dying of the duststorms in the summer. The alabaster of
the shrine has accepted the light within
itself, turning faintly to amber in its vague
translucency...”

The Selectives Lorecast takes
a long hard look at lore from as
many angles as possible. Seldom do
episodes extend beyond an hour and
a half.
Click on the screenshots below to
view the corresponding episodes.

Recent Episodes

To see more, visit
the Memospore
youtube channel or
RottenDeadite on
Twitch.tv!

Photo courtesy of RottenDeadite

Every two weeks, (usually)
the Selectives convene on
RottenDeadite’s Twitch channel to
stream an episode of The Selectives
Lorecast: A Casual Elder Scrolls
Podcast.
In every episode, a group of some
of the best lore afficionados in the
community discuss aspects of Elder
Scrolls lore.

Episode 32:
Orsimer Lore

The Selectives again
reconvene, this time to
discuss Orsimer culture and
their place in TES.

Episode 31:
Bosmer Lore

In this Lorecast, the Selectives
discuss Bosmer and their
culture. What is the Wild Hunt?
Who is Y’ffre? What is GreenSap?

Episode 30:
TES VI Speculation

This episode is all about the
upcoming Elder Scrolls title.
Where is it placed? Who is
involved? When will it come
out?
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Editorial

So about Sithis...
Todd Damrath
Contributing Writer

I’ve been thinking on what
a friend and colleague had said
about putting too much emphasis
on Sithis as a non-sentient force
and generally being dismissive of
any alternative viewpoint.
It does indeed hold that in
our circles of the Lore community
the idea of Sithis as something
spooky--a death god akin to
what
the
Dark
Brotherhood
worships with their edgy teenager
mentality--is quite laughable, but
are we dismissing the notion too
quickly on a preconceived notion
of the alternative case?
Perhaps it is not an
‘evil death god’ that a bunch
of psychopaths in caves are
worshipping,
but
something
more…. Something they as lowly
little mortals couldn’t dream of
comprehending.
Many folks in the lore
community at large have a hard
time comprehending how and
why Sithis would be sentient,
especially considering that the
prevailing notion is that Sithis is
not this way.
This is because of the

“

“Dark Brotherhood wallpaper” | Illustration by DEVILUSHNINJA, DeviantArt

sheer complicated nature of
what the being Sithis really is.
While the general consensus is
that the higher a being sits on
the subgradient scale, the less
agency and self-awareness that
being has, my thought is that
Sithis is the equal of Anui-El.
That is to say that Sithis
is one-half of Anu himself, and
is a being that even Ada struggle
to understand and fail to truly
communicate with, as he speaks
a different Language (Think
Anumidium and his empty speech
balloons) than all the Ada.
If Sithis is sentient, what is
his end-game? His plan, his plot,
what does he seek in the Aurbis?
This is reflected on three points
of his nature; he is the Soul of
Padhome. He is the Start of All
True Houses. He is the Left Eye
of Fragmentation (Fancy Tsaesci
saying for “Change”).
What does all this mean?
As he is the Soul of Padhome, he
is not Padhome himself, but the
fragment/part of Anu that Anu
refuses to accept as himself.
This is the birth of all
“true” houses; The House of the

Sithis is one-half of Anu
himself, and is a being
that even Ada struggle to
understand and fail to truly
communicate with, as he
speaks a different Language

”

Anuielectorate (The divine ruling
body of the Altmer responsible
for cataloguing and numbering
all souls born into them, charting
out their lives and lineages,
and leading the remove Tal[OS]
directives of Thalm[OR].) and the
House of Sithis.
This in turn plays into him
being the source of fragmentation,
or diversity, as he and all Sithisian/
Padomaic spirits seek to splinter
the Anuielectorate to try to force
it to Change, and that is his endgame.
Why does Anu reject
him? Why does he seek to
change the House of Anuiel/The
Anuielectorate? Because he is
the part of Anu that wishes to
accept what happened with Nir;
He wishes to change for the sake
of being a better person.
Third, if he is sentient,
why is he and his soul (Lorkhan)
constantly beaten down by Anuiel
and his soul, AKA? There is no
simple answer here, or rather
there’s no single answer.
First, there’s the point that
he doesn’t want to “hurt” Anuiel/
AKA. After all, they are his Heart;
To cause them hurt is to wound
himself, which serves no purpose.
Second, there’s the point to be
made about the dominant half
of the brain is mostly Anuiel, not
Sithis.
The reason I say this is
that it’s understood in real life
that the human brain has two
hemispheres,
each
behaving
differently and having different
personalities.
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the Kalpic cycle as AKA.
This is when Mundus
becomes Sithis’s “Hell”; As
Lorkhan he is forced not only
to die, but to walk the world
again and again and again in an
attempt to keep AKA(Anu) from
hurting himself (Alduin devouring
everything) and losing all his
progress.
At risk of rambling a little
too much, allow me to sum it all
up:
What Sithis is, is the repressed

side of Anu that only wishes to
change for the better. However
the dominant half of Anu, Anuiel,
demonizes him, silences him,
defines him, and rejects him. So,
to each the aim of helping Anu/
Anuiel, Sithis FORCES change
slowly and steadily until he sits
before the demonized, vilified,
despised, hated Anuimidium and
talks him into changing.

Feature

It’s been proven that one
half is rather analytical while the
other half is the creative center.
Along with this, one of the two
personalities is rather “go with
the flow” and seeks to aid the
other more than cause problems,
considering they lack a voice.
Again, think of how Anumidium
speaks.
Given
this
left-brain/
right-brain relationship and the
dominance therein, it would
suggest that not only is Sithis
likely just trying to help Anuiel,
he’s weaker than Anuiel.
Next, consider what these
two beings embody; Anuiel is the
Emotion of Anu, Sithis is Anu’s
Logic. This means that in critical
moments (like the events with
Nir) Sithis/Lorkhan/Logic would
“lose” to Anuiel/AKA/Emotion...
however,
the
more
times
remembered, the more times it’s
echoed, and the more likely Logic
is to prevail over Emotion.
Now then, spiraling back
to what I said about Sithis and his
endgame, I’d like to try to explain
this a little better. In simple terms,
his aim is to slowly force Anuiel
(and by extension, Anu) to change.
To reach this goal, he
gives a voice to every Ada to state
themselves (Think “I AM AND I
ARE ALL OF WE” but varied and
descriptive of each Ada) which
eventually created Magnus who,
at the behest of Lorkhan, draws
up the plans for Mundus.
This is Sithis’s domain
and also his Hell. As Sithis, every
event of this realm is within his
control and is set to push Anu
towards changing, then Anuiel up
and ruins it, such as by instituting

“

This is
Sithis’s
domain
and also
his Hell.

”

“Zukira” | Illustration courtesy of Digital-Dogma, DeviantArt
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Features

Landfall: Day Zyr
New Beginnings

Chris Franzen
Contributing Writer
“52b9-cd1d4ea83”
OC-OPS-ZERO-SUM VENTURE... RETURN
FALSE... VERIFICATION 5
“5000-c01d4ea83”
OMEGA DJAF ENABLED... RETURN TRUE...
VERIFICATION 2
“5000-000000083”
SYMBIOTIC NODE SELECTED... RETURN
TRUE... VERIFICATION B9
“0000-000000000”
ACCESS GRANTED RELEASING
MEMOSPORE
A record made before
COUSIN,
By Professor Amiel Numinatus; AgentProvocateur of His Most Honored and
Exalted the
POTENTATE OCATO,
On this
[DATE REDACTED]
in the
FIFTH[?] ERA
of the Empire of TWIL,
FOR THE EYES OF COUNCILORS-ACTUAL
ONLY

Illustration courtesy of Chris Franzen, art by Misha Pabor for Tomorrowind Issue #1

Esteemed
Councilors
and
adjutants,
Morbâdoon and Naval Brass, let this memospore
serve as a record of witness. In regards to SPEC-OP
[REDACTED], the Ghost Choir had been on assignment
for the Ancestor Moth, hunting Numidia in a future
era. Of course, I realize you lot
are still trapped in a scroll case, but upon your return
to regular duties, I hope you find this
memospore promptly and safely as I have run afoul
on a mission of my own.
We have misjudged the Lyg Bleed that you
surely won’t even remember. Or maybe you do. I’ve
never rebooted the Mundus before — Except for that
one time but I couldn’t be sure — anyways, it would
seem that, in the attempt to stop the Lyg Bleed that
Never Happened, a causal nexus was ruptured.
Something was changed, a fixed point in time,
that should have always happened. I fear our path
was set before us by some malevolent benefactor
who has yet to reveal him or herself. Someone with
technology that, at minimum, rivals that of the Ghost
Choir’s and my own. Perhaps a Thalmor plot? Some
bygone enemy resurfaced?
I can’t be sure until I investigate more
thoroughly. Chronal analysis confirms that Cousin
and myself were removed from the relative time and
space in which my personal timeline corresponds.
Chronocules, stored in reality bubbles kept
within Cousin, seem to have been perverted by some
antipodal particulate. Perhaps an invasion from some
adjacent place? A discarded timeline?
Again, I can only guess.I hope to have this
problem well in hand by the time your scroll case is
reopened. In the event
that I don’t, may the TAL(OS) be with you all.
-Professor Numinatus
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Daniel Berryman
Contributing Writer
The netch-leather straps were
always most difficult in the mornings.
They each had to be tightened just so,
the arm beneath wrapped in suede and
fur to spare the harnessing rubbing it raw.
This morning, the polished brass clasps
were being very particular about how they
caught their respective notches, the prongs
sliding away repeatedly to poke at his
bicep.
“Hssst–! N’chow… Get in there,
you bastard–”
It was easiest to start with the
chest strap. Leather held taut in his teeth,
the familiar faint acid of netch-leather
tingling against his tongue, his clumsier
left hand fumbled the buckle into place.
One down, at least. He heaved a sigh; this
would be so much easier with an assistant.
Curse his damnable pride.
(Curse, too, this inconstant
left hand, inclined to the most enraging
tremors these past few years. He could
hardly ignore that the medicines were not
lasting so long as they once did.)
He turned the matter over as he
started on the other straps, working down
his arm one by torturous one. Had it been
a good idea to send Lo’Droj to market so
quickly? Really rather sweet, that one,
always willing to help. And the dogs
even liked him, certainly a first. Perhaps
something might come of it, something a
touch further than the occasional warm
bed and some help with the housework, if
he’d just ask Lo’Droj to stay a little longer in
the mornings. Would that be so bad?
He gnawed one strap a little as
he considered the matter, the leather’s
tamed venom numbing the tip of his
tongue. Lo’Droj was a lovely young
thing, and Moraelyn really did like him.
Perhaps it was that self-same affection
that made him keep Lo’Droj somewhat
at arms’ length; Moraelyn felt too much

of a bitter old foreigner in private,
too inclined to brooding and quiet
rages at unpredictable moments. It
seemed a shame to inflict his darker,
more honest self on such a sweet
boy. (So far, he had managed to
avoid the issue entirely, explaining
away his odd habits and eternallypresent gloves as some mysterious,
ancient Dunmeri eccentricity, some
inexplicable custom from the old
country. Lo’Droj, fewer than thirty
summers’ old and utterly devoid of
worldly travel beyond this half of
Elsweyr, innocently accepted every
one of his blatant lies; yet another
reason he was growing rather fond of
him.)
However, he admitted to himself
as he wrestled with the last strap, if he
wanted Lo’Droj to help him with these
blasted things every morning, it stood to
reason that he would first have to explain
them. To remove his long gloves and show
the boy how the leather twined about his
arm and torso felt like an insurmountably
difficult task. If he were honest with himself,
Moraelyn supposed he was making a terror
of his own vanity, but in truth that was only
part of it.
The tail of the last strap slid moreor-less meekly into its buckle. Stroking his
fingers over the gleaming obsidian, tracing
along the gilded letters engraved into the
bones, he gave a thin smile. He hadn’t
entirely deceived dear, naïve Lo’Droj, not
this time. This was, in a very real sense, an
object sacred to his Dunmeri sensibilities.
He could hardly allow anyone else to touch
something so precious as this.
The hand was, truly, a work of art.
Painstakingly crafted by talented artisanmages, it had been paid for with the blood
of several dead men and the calling-in of
various favours (those little connections
he’d once made by the Sea of Ghosts had
proven rather profitable in his old age).
In a certain angle and a certain light, the

Features

Antique

“Serathis Ancestor Guardian”
Illustration by pink-reindeer, Tumblr

ebony reflected like a black mirror, the
kind witches were usually fond of. There
was something insectile about the glassy,
void-dark obsidian, how it shielded the
precious bone with muscle-inspired
shapes like a carapace, fitting for Redoran
ebony. The bone itself was polished and
inlaid with golden Daedric, down each
finger and down each bone at the back of
the hand, the letters turned to be readable
to Moraelyn always. The bones weren’t
carved to shape; these bones had known
the shape of hands before.
“Good morning, Drerrin,” he
murmured. He traced over the gleaming
words along what were once his eldest
brother’s fingers, lingering over each
Daedric letter with aching tenderness:

WE GIVE
OURSELVES
TO MAKE
YOU WHOLE
The lettering faintly glowed for
a moment. He continued down, lovingly
stroking the long bones of his second
brother’s metacarpals. “Wake up, Ralias.”

“Ruins” | Illustration by LukasMosf, DeviantArt
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WE SWEAR
OUR LOVE
YOUR LIFE
OUR BLOOD

Features

The letters brightened, Redoran
ebony and Indoril bone heating from
within. The old ache of his missing forearm
blossomed into a brief but searing pain, a
beat of agony extending from his ruined
limb as though the arm were not only
whole, but in flames; his jaw tightened until
the muscles shivered, fierce in his silence.
Shuddering of its own accord, the arm’s
volcanic glass chimed and rattled against
the dressing table, fingers curling in clawed
spasm. Golden light spilled from the
engravings like mist, wreathing the arm in
dawn-glow. In a breath of petrichoric chill,
so foreign for the dry heat of Elsweyr, the
shapes of two mer suggested themselves
from shadow and glow, gathering
substance from dust and cobweb until
they seemed almost whole.
Moraelyn sighed a nervous breath
he always held, washed anew in the daily
sense of homecoming, a relieved warmth
within the chest. To him, his brothers
appeared just as they had when he was a
child; youthful and hale, smiling faintly in
welcome. He wondered
what spectral horrors an
unrelated onlooker like
Lo’Droj would see; what
ragged flesh and howling
jaws would chill them,
what yawning, accusing
eye sockets would stare
back?
Ralias’ kiss at
his cheek tingled with
static as always, raising
the hair along his spine.
“Another day, brothersister?”
“Another day.”
Moraelyn ran living,
ever-trembling
fingers
over ghostly forearms
in greeting, feather-light, barely stirring
the air. The numbness that soaked into
his fingertips felt warm and welcome, the
confirmation his eyes hungered for. “How
is Mother?”
“Well, quite well. She stalks
Attribution’s Share for the season.
Exploring the mazes, I believe.”
Ghostly and gleaming ebony
hands each rose in matching, languid
motions of nereid grace, a flowing dance
to test movement and response. With his
brothers mirroring his every gesture, the
substitute hand moved as though it were

Moraelyn’s own living flesh. He tested each
joint, the ebony and the gold-bound bone
sliding over each other as smoothly and
silently as bleeding. “Safe, I hope?”
“Safe and joyous,” Drerrin
smirked. “Visiting her warriors. She’s found
so many of her old friends there. Boethiah
must have known her by name, I think.”
Moraelyn nodded knowingly,
delicate lines deepening at the tails of his
eyes, contented apostrophes quoting his
smile. “And Father? He’s been quiet of late.”
“Boethiah’s realm suits him ill. He
rests in the great city,” Ralias murmured,
speaking of Necrom, that great metropolis
of Dunmeri dead. “I believe he is still reading,
actually. He’s found a lovely library, by the
prayer-halls on Derata and Vrenmisu.”
Moraelyn always relished these
tiny details, the streetnames meaningless
but for the knowledge that his father was
happy there. “Genealogy?”
“Novels,”
Drerrin
chuckled.
“Romance and adventure. Says he’s had
enough of his own, now he has time to hear
someone else’s.”
With arms of grey skin and
shining artistry, he held out his hands for
his brother’s shades to hold and dwell
within. It was no sacrifice at all, to yield up

helped return to him.
The arm moved easily now,
borrowed and shared sensation letting
Moraelyn feel traces of air currents, the
muted texture of the table’s wood through
hard fingertips. The ghost of a sense of
touch, as if touching everything with the
back of his fingernails. Every movement
precise and unmarred, not a shiver to
impede his will; only now could he feel
complete.
The hand remained a conduit
between Moraelyn and his brothers, a
bound intimacy he clung to gladly. They
would share the hand’s every touch and
shift for a time, until the soft light faded from
the golden letters at least; he dedicated his
mornings to their whims, a changeable
ritual of tasks as likely to involve prayer
as it was to involve frying eggs. It seemed
more than fair, in exchange for such a gift.
“What shall we do today?” Moraelyn asked,
love held beneath the tongue as it always
was, the daily offering of experience for
their mortal nostalgia.
“I want to light the candles,”
Ralias admitted after a long, thoughtful
silence, dutiful and pious as ever. “I miss
the routine.” Moraelyn nodded, kissing the
mist of his cheek.
Drerrin’s closed-lipped
grin flourished bright and
wide, eyes sparkling with
excitement. “Pet the dogs.
All of them. I want to touch
every single dog you have.”
Moraelyn
laughed,
a tired shadow of his
childhood giggle but no
less delighted. “All right.”
He closed his eyes when
he felt the air pressure
drop and fill. Faint scents
lingered for a moment,
the scents of his brothers;
golden kanet flowers and
sandalwood, ozone and
ash and bad shein. An
errant draught, and the dry
“Lichen Hills” | Illustration by LukasMosf, DeviantArt
desert air filled his lungs
again.
a little sensation and body heat for a time.
“All right,” he murmured again to
“Will you take my love to them?”
an empty room.
Drerrin’s lopsided smile was soft,
He took up the tibrol-wood cane
his forehead touching Moraelyn’s left by his bed, tucked the long gloves into his
temple, Ralias’ touching his right. “They waistsash. He would have perhaps an hour
know,” he said. “But we will.”
before Lo’Droj returned from the market.
“Thank you,” Moraelyn whispered; He would have to hurry.
there were so many things to give thanks
He could hardly allow anyone else
for that he could not possibly explain to touch something so precious as this.
them all, though he had tried over many
mornings. His brothers kissed his temples,
let him move the writing hand they had
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Now that we’re off the ground...
Because we are a community-centered publication, we exist because of
the amazing work and art of the Elder Scrolls community. However, not
all Elder Scrolls fans are artists or writers, and so it is with this thought in
mind that we encourage our readers to talk to us.

Send us letters.
Respond to articles.
Ask us questions.
Offer suggestions.
In later issues, if we have letters or messages from our readers, they
will be compiled and placed on the final page of the issue, titled
“Correspondence.”

If you’ve got something to say, by all means tell us!
Send all Correspondence to
temloraindependent@telmoraindependent.net!
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